
"We the educators and 
educated of Free School 
demand the following..."
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A free space to allow for the culture of collaborative learning essential in any real 
democracy; a space independent of the increasingly autocratic and ubiquitous 
capitalist mono culture.

We demand that our final qualifications undergo the following terminological 
correction: from MA/MFA in Fine Art to Finishing School in Social 
Advancement/Anxiety. 

We demand non-hierarchical, non-judgemental welcoming spaces; freedom to 
experiment, play and explore diverse ideas; the flowering of different worlds; 
inspiration; excitement: free school for all. 

We the educators and educated of Free School demand the following...



We demand the following;

A) The OED definition of Utopia 
B) Formulas for Artists
C) History of Western Philosophy
D) Hitler has only got one ball







We demand power



Fun at Freeschool

Verification of Truthtelling





‘we the educators and educated of free school demand the following...’ That 
more effort is given to keeping me from taking hallucinogenic drugs because 
the last time I took any was a fucking nightmare. Freeschool got some fella in to 
do a talk all about tripping and death and that. All the anthropologists ive ever 
met are only in it to take drugs even if that means going to some place hot and 
getting off their boxis with indians or some other lot. I don’t really do any drugs 
apart from the ones that if you went to art school clever people don’t consider 
drugs, like weed fags and booze. I have the odd pill now and again but not for 
ages. Free school started because some good artists didn’t get onto the masters 
course at Chelsea and some of us was miffed because shite people did because 
they are foreign and they have loads of money, some good foreigners might not 
even apply to Chelsea because they are poor. So we all got drunk and decided 
to do a Freeschool. The first thing Freeschool did was to have a bloody meeting 
about what a Freeschool could be. Loads of people turned up because they was 
still pissed off about the Chelsea thing. Then maybe because we are all old and 
boring and that we all talked about secret doors and clubs with hand shakes 
and that and it was a bit like we were trying to forma cheeky in joke so we could 
laugh at any one from Chelsea who didn’t know about our secret door or hand 
shake. For fuck sake. A mate from work went along to the student protests 
recently and he was dead impressed that loads of A level students turned up 
and started making trouble. We decided that it didn’t matter if you’re posh or 
not whilst turning over a tory office and that being a gypo knows no class. Ive 
got a mate who speaks in a really posh way and its quite sexy ive also been 
round to her mums council flat in deepest darkest Shithole-on-the-thames and 
her mum was dead posh and quite sexy and they had to buy that sunkissed 
bread from the corner shop. Sunkissed bread is fucking horrid and has never 
been kissed by no one let alone the sun.

The second meeting of Freeschool about half of the people who turned up to 
the first one came along. Most of the girls didn’t bother coming back so ‘we 
the educators and educated of free school demand the following...’ that more 
effort is put into attracting more girls to Freeschool in the attempt to find me a 
bride, girlfriend, shag, cuddle, wink, wank or just a mars bar. We had another 
chat about what we should do and then we realized that some people who 
wanted to do stuff with Freeschool worked the weekends because they was 
still paying for their own expensive education and that they might not be able 
to be part of Freeschool if its only free at a weekend. Ive got weekends off but 
it doesn’t mean im free at weekends. Im usually hungover and working in my 
studio. Ive got to work pretty much full time in order to pay for my education. 
Some people stopped bothering because all it seemed like we were doing was 
listening to old academics waffle on about what the fuck education should be 
and I recon the people got bored or worried that the prospect of Freeschool 
becoming all about Freeschool was bullshit and decided the best way for them 
to do stuff was not in free school. Even though its free if you don’t have time for 





free stuff then you don’t have fucking time and any one who has loads of time 
to do this sort of thing should count their blessings or fuck off. I some times feel 
really clever because of what I did and got from Chelsea and some times I feel 
quite stupid. Free school helps me feel quite clever and it also gives me a chance 
to lord it over other people who don’t do stuff like that. There is an idea that 
free school is for every one and that we do stuff that’s open but I usually see that 
same faces at any of the talks we do. Like even when we did a talk on about why 
Haiti is ace in Brixton market it was quite busy and the talk was smashing, some 
people was crying. But still no one we didn’t know turned up. A guess it’s hard 
to find the people who are poor and interested in learning because if you learn 
stuff then you are gay but just like Jesus Christ said “any good breakfast needs 
a bit of fruit”. How do we find them, Freeschool is free from loads of stuff like 
websites and any sort of organization or any thing like that , its proper free. But 
then again ive seen some films in peoples studios for free because of Freeschool 
and that is ace. Free films. Yes. At one of the freefilm things some people who I 
hadn’t seen before turned up. Films are great. Imagine if the reshot jurasic park 
in 3d. that bit were the man has escaped the t-rex and is on the shitter would be 
fuckin mental. I did loads of work for a talk I was getting some one to do about 
comics and women and I spent ages sticking notices on blogs and forums and 
any thing else I could find and it got advertised to people who didn’t give a shit 
about art but instead cared about comics or women or comic women and some 
of them turned up and said it was great and how do we find any more stuff 
from free school and we had to say you cant really find any thing but if you give 
us your email then we will get in touch with you. I don’t think we got in touch 
because there wasn’t any thing to tell them.

There is a bit in the sirens of titan that has a robot from space talking about the 
university on his robot planets and he says its like a cloud full of all the best 
ideas his race has so its sort of a school because every one can get info from 
this cloud but its not an actual cloud its like a university but it doesn’t have 
any buildings or badly signed rooms or any meeting.  So probably a lot better 
than any thing we could do. I went to the zoo the other day, it only had one 
dog, it was a shit zoo. Loads of people try really hard with Freeschool and some 
don’t, maybe some people think that the idea of a Freeschool is enough and that 
simply thinking about it is alright. I can be really lazy sometimes

Free school has a way with words

Cheers Fool 
Creel Hoofs 
 
Chef Looser 
 
Fresco Hole 





Cos Flee Rho 
Cos Heel Fro 
 
Cos Elf Hero 
Cos Floe Her 
Cos Ref Hole 
Chef Re Lo So 
Clef Eh Or So 
Clef He Or So 
 
Clef Re Ho So 
 
Rec Elf Oh So 
Rec Elf Ho So 
Recs He Of Lo 
 
Sec Elf Ho Or 
 
Sec Ref Ho Lo 
Sec Eh Fro Lo 
Sec Eh For Lo 
 
Sec He For Lo 
Sec Her Of Lo 
Cos Elf Eh Or 
 
Cos Elf Re Oh 
Cos Elf Re Ho 
 
Cos Ref He Lo

THANK YOU

Forces Hole 
 
Chooser Elf 
Chore Floes 
Ochre Floes 
 
School Reef 
Coo Herself 
Leech For So 
Creel Of Ohs 
Creel Of Hos 
Echo Serf Lo 
Ochre Elf So 
Echos Elf Or 
 
Chose Elf Or 
Close Her Of 
Eco Flesh Or 
Eco Shelf Or 
Eco Fresh Lo 
 
Eco Self Rho 
Core Elf Ohs 
Core Elf Hos 
Core Self Oh 
Core Self Ho 
Score Elf Oh 
Score Elf Ho 
 
Loco Refs Eh 
Loco Refs He 
Loco Serf Eh 
Cool Ref Hes 
Cool Ref She 
Cool Refs Eh 
Cool Refs He 
Cool Serf Eh 
Cool Serf He 
Cools Ref Eh 
 
Coo Flesh Re 
Coos Elf Her 
Cos Feel Rho 

Actually we demand nothing, there is nothing that we 
want from you that we cannot take for ourselves. 



There's one more specific thing I should add. The initial event that prompted us to start thinking about 
setting up a free school was the perceived priority given to overseas students at [London Art College] 
who had applied for the MA FA after having completed the Post Graduate Diploma. At the time it seemed 
like good UK students were being over-looked in favour of less well suited overseas students who would 
pay more. I'm still not sure how much of this was due to conspiracy or incompetence. Probably a bit of 
both, knowing [London Art College]. Ironically it was [Specific Individual], amongst others, who's seeming 
rejection triggered the response. Ironic because s/he did finally get on and didn't seem to have much 
interest in Free School afterwards.

Despite these contingencies I had personally been thinking about this for years and had discussed it with 
many different colleagues. I have felt for a long time that most of what a formal art college gives for its 
fees could be gotten for free elsewhere. Moreover I also felt  that the city itself is the greatest resource 
and that very few international students ever get to live in it and experience it in depth. That's why I always 
liked the idea of doing classes, events in remote, esoteric or historical locations. It was basically an idea 
about pedagogical situationalism/historical and cultural psychogeography.

The other factor is of course diversity. I liked the idea of a free school to which people who would otherwise 
not be able to attend, or feel comfortable in, traditional art schools would be welcomed and could 
participate in the kinds of debates which otherwise are restricted to the privileged domains of university 
and art schools. I think it's massively important to engage the opinions of people who don't live in the 
artworld on what they think about art and society etc.

For me the Free School I envisaged is still a possibility but it would require a dedicated team of 'faculty' 
to run it in the way I imagined it. I always felt it needed to be properly and systematically structured with 
clear goals and some kind of annual curriculum.

In the end, the community that sprung up around the first discussions decided it was best to run it from 
where it was at the end of the discussions with anyone on the mailing list free to organise events when and 
where they wanted. It works fine.

But I still think for any school to work properly it needs clearly defined 'super-ordinate' goals around which 
the community can cohere. Without such clear goals the school any collective organization risks sliding 
into self-parody and dissolution. It needs a plan and a program. It needs objectives.
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